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DecisioNinjas have
a clear vision of their
goals, take thoughtful risks,
manage the consequences,
and conﬁdently move onto the
next challenge.

Demonstrates a
Mature Sense of
Self Efﬁcacy

DecisioNinjas accept that
not every decision will
work out. But they learn
from mistakes to
ensure better future
outcomes.

DecisioNinjas embrace the mantel
of making the decisions for
which they are responsible.
They embrace the trust
others place in them for
being focused but
reasonable.

DecisioNinjas are constantly
aware of the external factors
impacting any decision.
This allows them to think
three and four steps ahead
to anticipate unforeseen
obstacles.
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DecisioNinjas maintain a
balance between stating
opinions and displaying
understanding and patience
with others’ beliefs to
nurture relationships.
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Go to www.commonsenseenterprises.net/____________________________ to watch a deeper dive video on each attribute.
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Schedule your session today!
Call 1-800-227-5510 or visit www.commonsenseenterprises.net.
You’ll learn the principles behind improving your ﬁrm’s decision culture by implementing three simple steps.
Discover how to stop the parade in your ofﬁce that drags down productivity with needless distractions.
Bob will teach you how to drive daily performance by getting your people to:

o Conquer decision-making discomfort
o Manage decision overload
o Overcome dependence on menus and prompts
o Improve everyday critical thinking
Note: This session is designed as a 45- or 90-minute keynote.
It can be expanded into a management working session lasting up to one-half day.
DecisioNinja is a trademark of Common Sense Enterprises, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Common Sense Enterprises has been teaching
employers how to lead and manage their talent
Common
Enterprises
has been
for more thanSense
a quarter
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have teaching employers how to better lead and manage
their
forFortune
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from the
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of industries.
our
teamrepresenting
has specialized
in four
speciﬁc aspects of the talent equation:
We offer solutions that are simple to implement and
based on the research we conduct through preprogram assessments and interviews with your key
leaders. We deliver engaging o
programs
that have & Retention of Employees
Recruitment
received rave reviews for theiroeffectiveness.
Managing Cross-Generational Teams
Persistently Pursues
an Optimal Outcome

o Improving Daily Workplace Decisions
Daily decisions form the backbone
of every firm’s
o Preparing
for the Workforce to Come

Embraces
Responsibility
for Decisions

DecisioNinjas accept that
not every decision will
work out. But they learn
from mistakes to
ensure better future
outcomes.

Is Mindful of
Situational Context

DecisioNinjas embrace the mantel
of making the decisions for
which they are responsible.
They embrace the trust
others place in them for
being focused but
reasonable.

DecisioNinjas are constantly
aware of the external factors
impacting any decision.
This allows them to think
three and four steps ahead
to anticipate unforeseen
obstacles.

operations. Yet so many times, even significant
choices and actions are left to chance, impulse
and other forces that distort effective problem
solving. With a new generation of technologyThroughout
these efforts,
ourworkplace,
focus has always been on the client’s bottom line. After all,
dependent contributors
entering your
developing
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now is the timetop
to teach
yourproduces
managers how
improve day-to-day critical thinking in all aspects
of
your business.
Watch
selected clips from our presentations at www.youtube.com/user/CommonSenseEnterprises
DecisioNinjas have
a clear vision of their
goals, take thoughtful risks,
manage the consequences,
and conﬁdently move onto the
next challenge.

Attributes of a

Demonstrates a
Mature Sense of
Self Efﬁcacy

DecisioNinjas
know the best
ideas come from
lively discussion. They
are willing to embrace
suggestions coming from
sources with which they are
unfamiliar or might differ.

DecisioNinjas maintain a
balance between stating
opinions and displaying
understanding and patience
with others’ beliefs to
nurture relationships.

Displays Assertive
Yet Empathetic
Communication

Actively Seeks
Collaboration
with Others

Is Respectful of
Bureaucracy But
Not Stiﬂed by It

DecisioNinjas take
time to think through
decisions and learn from
outcomes. They set aside
opportunities to hide from the
constant distractions, interruptions
and demands. They recognize the
value of deliberation.

DecisioNinjas work within
the system, while offering
alternatives to policies and
practices that get in the way
of reasonable action. They
balance diplomacy with
determination.

Purposefully Seeks
Opportunities for Reﬂection
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